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 GALILEO'S PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

 I

 AT THE age of twenty-five-the same number of years after

 Galileo's death-Isaac Newton already held in his mind the

 solution of the most conspicuous of all the problems on which he

 ever speculated: gravitation and the calculus. These two principal

 achievements of Newton's genius are interconnected because the

 quantitative interpretation of motion as a universal phenomenon
 implied the conception of the infinitesimal as a mathematical no-

 tion. For the human mind there is no better way to catch and

 describe a body in motion than the method of fluxions by which

 the space covered by such a body can be calculated by its velocity

 at every instant.

 Just so the young scientist was bringing to fruition in an analyti-

 cal way the system of knowledge and the methods of science
 already inaugurated by Galileo Galilei more geometrico and with

 experimental tests. As a young instructor at the university of Pisa,

 and also at the same age of twenty-five, Galileo had already made

 the decisive steps which led to a new science of motion and con-

 sequently to a new philosophy of nature. These revolutionary
 changes in science and philosophy depended on some simple rules

 concerning the fall of bodies, velocity, acceleration, concussion,
 and the basic propositions of Galileo's dynamics, rather than on

 astronomical doctrines and cosmological speculations.
 The influence of Tycho Brahe, Copernicus, Kepler, and Gior-

 dano Bruno, is scarcely perceptible out of the fields of scientific

 and philosophical specialization. The new, and universal, course of

 thought and research characteristic of modern civilization is re-

 presented by conceptions and methods pertinent to a branch of

 science apparently even more limited. This circumstance is ex-

 plained by the fact that the technical specialization of these elemen-

 tary notions is merely an aspect of Galileo's basic and universal
 conceptions of motion, matter, inertia, vacuum, and relativity. The

 intuitive background and the speculative consequences of these

 conceptions mark the turn in the evolution of science and thought

 which separates the modern from the antique and mediaeval minds.

 Galileo's youthful achievements do not consist in definitely

 349
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 350 THE PHILOSOPHICAL REVIEW [VOL. LII.

 formulated, statements or in fundamental propositions of a sys-

 tematic character. The fragments of his first treatise de motu,

 which he brought to a close almost forty years later near the end

 of his life, show his determination to detach the whole of the

 phenomena of motion from its more or less latent philosophical

 and metaphysical background in order to investigate in a limited

 field of observation and speculation the single as well as the general

 problems having reference to the subject.

 This is the first modern example of an attempt to create and

 develop a section of natural science as a single discipline of uni-

 versal value. It was not Galileo's purpose to correct the mistakes

 and to rectify the conclusions of the doctrines predominating in

 his epoch. The passionate ardor of the young scientist refused to

 compromise or to follow the example of his timid and hesitating

 precursors who always contented themselves with partial solutions

 in the practical and theoretical fields of physical research.

 All these hesitations, contradictions, and perplexities, which

 brought inextricable confusion into the science of motion or led it

 to an impasse, depended upon the traditional and general belief of

 the metaphysical origin and essence of motion as taught by Aris-

 totelian, Platonic, Neoplatonic, and Thomistic philosophy. In this

 doctrine all the problems connected with phenomena of this kind

 presuppose an ontological background and religious implications,

 even when they are tentatively solved with a quantitative method

 of investigation as promoted by the Occamists of the school of

 Paris.' The divine origin of "natural" motion is stated and con-

 firmed in all the systems of Christian philosophy in evident accord

 with conceptions and doctrines taught in antiquity.

 There is perhaps no other section of philosophy in which an

 agreement so consistent and lasting is to be found as in the ancient

 and mediaeval definition of motion. The fundamental propositions

 of Thomas Aquinas in this respect give a clear idea of the intel-
 lectual courage and the degree of emancipation which had to be

 attained in order to achieve the radical secularization of this sec-

 tion of natural philosophy. According to this doctrine, funda-

 1On Galileo's precursors and their doctrines of motion cf. A. Koyr'e,
 Etudes Galileennes (3 vols., Paris, 1939) I 7 et seq. and passim, with criti-
 cal references to the literature concerning this subject.
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 No. 4.] GALILEO AND THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION 35i

 mentally uncontradicted, motion had been impressed by the Divine

 Spirit on the celestial spheres as a quality inherent in the heavenly

 substance. The ultimate aim of this spherical motion is the "assi-

 milatio ad Deum in causando" and the generation and regulation

 of all inferior things on behalf of man.2 In our rigid earthly sphere,

 however, motion is only a temporary, accidental, "violent" dis-

 turbance of a natural order which assigns ceaseless circular motion

 to the heavenly bodies and to the earth eternal rest.

 These few maxims out of the many which determine the scho-

 lastic philosophy of nature already reveal the qualitative, finalistic,

 and metaphysical conception of motion as a fundamental cosmo-

 logical phenomenon. There is little place left for the discussion of

 the earthly aspects of motion within this system. A dialectic and

 deductive chain of arguments can easily harmonize these basic

 assumptions with the gradation of spiritual and moral values which

 determines the structure of an orderly and well arranged universe.

 It has been possible to work out on that basis a more or less

 coherent philosophy of motion, but never a science of motion.

 This is the reason why the precursors of Galileo-the theoretical

 ones as well as the empirical-always failed to find a common

 principle which could embrace in a coherent system of knowledge

 both the qualitative and the quantitative aspects of the problem.

 Thus the artisans, architects, engineers, and artillerists, of the

 Renaissance were never able to harmonize their problems and

 experiences with that philosophy of motion.3 For the same reason

 the contemporary astronomers were unable to insert into any

 framework of classical and Christian cosmology the heliocentric

 system of Copernicus. Tycho Brahe's negative attitude toward this

 doctrine and Kepler's hesitations are explained by this fact.4 The

 irreconcilable discrepancy between the physical and the metaphysi-

 cal conception of motion became the crucial problem of the

 philosophy of nature.

 The year I590 was the climax of this contradictory evolution

 and one of the most dramatic episodes in the history of ideas. The

 2 Summa Theol. I, qu. lxx, art 3; qu. civ, ayt. 2 etc.; Contra Gentiles Lib.
 III, Cap. xxii etc.; Liber Sententiarum, dist. XXXVII, qu. iv (Solutio etc.).

 3For the history of these efforts cf. the author's Geschichte der neu-
 sprachlichen wissenschaftlichen Literatur (3 Vols.) l919-1927.

 4 There is an extended literature on this subject. Cf. the concise and
 acute remarks of A. Koyre, op. cit. II 22-44.
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 352 THE PHILOSOPHICAL REVIEW [VOL. LII.

 intellectual situation at that time is impressively represented by

 two facts characteristic of the new trends in philosophy and

 science. In that year Giordano Bruno had already published all his

 principal works partially devoted to a speculative extension of the

 Copernican doctrine.5 In all these works in verse and prose Bruno

 eludes any definite consideration of the cosmological and physical

 problems of motion and angrily repudiates every attempt at a quan-

 titative interpretation of natural phenomena. In the same year

 Galileo had already terminated his preparatory treatise on the

 theory of motion which reveals a trend of speculation proceeding
 exactly in the reverse order.6

 By eliminating one after the other most of the speculative ele-

 ments of the doctrine of motion, or by treating them in a strictly

 mathematical way, the young scientist opened to systematic inves-

 tigation the unlimited physical space in which a privileged form

 of motion has no sense. In that space every sort of motion is only

 a function of the "gravity" to which everything in nature is sub-

 jected-even fire and air-because gravity is the fundamental
 cause of motion independent of the shape and the "nature" of the

 mobile body. In this way celestial mechanics becomes only an aspect

 of the general rules which explain the fall or swimming of bodies,

 the inclined plane, and the different forms and variations of mo-

 tion.7

 It is on this basis that the heliocentric system was transformed

 into a problem of mechanics and could be inserted into the frame-

 work of a mathematical and experimental science. From now on

 this fundamental cosmological problem is closely connected with

 Galileo's speculations on the phenomena of motion wherever they
 might be measured and observed. In separating these investiga-

 tions from the doctrines and methods in which the science of

 motion remained enmeshed up to his time, Galileo surpassed all

 Classification and chronology in the author's book on Giordano Bruno
 (Bari 1927) 7 et seq.
 'Galileo Galilei, Opere (Edizione Nazionale, 2o Vols., Firenze, i890-

 I919) I 25I-4I9. Cf. for this treatise G. Wohlwill, Galilei und sein Kampf
 fur die Kopernikanische Lehre (2 Vols. Hamburg-Leipzig, i909) I 8o
 et seq. and A. Koyre, loc. cit. I

 In spite of his appreciation of Gilbert's theory of magnetism Galileo
 rejected the force of attraction as a mechanical principle because it reminded
 him of the concepts of "sympathy" and "antipathy" in the Aristotelian and
 Scholastic natural philosophy which he consistently opposed.
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 No. 4.] GALILEO AND THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION 353

 his precursors in intellectual courage and scientific discernment.

 He accepted and retained some of the old conceptions,8 but they

 appear in his thought totally outside of the scholastic net of

 philosophical and metaphysical implications. Thereby every step

 toward the clarification of the phenomena of motion brought the

 young scientist closer to a physical explanation and justification

 of the Copernican system.

 These were both the scientific and the psychological conditions

 of Galileo's decision to direct toward the sky the telescope he had

 constructed especially for that purpose. But in doing so he did not

 discover merely astronomical facts. He found much more than he

 had dared to expect. A new universe of immeasurable proportions,

 and far from human knowledge and imagination, was unfolded

 before his eyes. The infinite-formerly an attribute of God or the

 playground of visionary philosophies-stood before his eyes as a

 physical property of the space which appeared for its part and at

 the same time as an empirical reality and as a cosmological

 problem. The solar system turned out to be only a section of a

 universe of such exorbitant dimensions that all the usual notions

 of great and small, of above and below, became empty words and

 revealed themselves to be a source of common errors and mislead-

 ing nonsense.

 Adapting his own mind to such an extensive cosmological vision,

 he taught his reluctant and amazed contemporaries to conceive of

 the whole firmament as a tiny, faintly shining body immersed in

 the immensity of space and to imagine beyond the limits of human

 sight an innumerable quantity of similar astronomical systems.9

 In the face of the different astronomical phenomena revealed by

 the telescope, all the hierarchy of nobility, in which a gradation

 of the cosmological worthiness of the celestial bodies and spheres

 had been established, vanished as a phantom of senseless imagina-

 tion and turned out to be a prejudice originated-as Galileo says-

 by a cowardly human anxiety arising from fear of death.'0

 Moreover, soon after these celestial discoveries Galileo aban-

 doned the ageold conception of a perfect cosmic order and con-

 8 A. Koyre, op. cit. I 6o et seq., II 17 et seq., III 47 et seq. etc.
 9Dialogo dei Massimi Sistemi etc. (Ediz. Naz.) 392 et seq.
 10 Ibid. 84.
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 fessed to a friend his conviction that "God ordered the movements

 of the celestial spheres with proportions not only incommensurable

 and irrational but also totally imperceptible to our mind"." On

 that occasion he compared man to an architect who would have

 distributed the stars in harmonious proportions if he had been

 induced to construct the celestial vault, "whilst it seems to us that

 God had scattered them without any rule, symmetry and elegance,

 just as if He had disseminated them with the hand of chance".
 Expressions of this kind prove the disruptive effect of his dis-

 coveries on the traditional and official conceptions of an orderly

 universe as taught and supported by school and church. When

 the advocate of his opinions in the Dialogue on the Principal

 Systems of the World asserts that the center of the universe is

 merely an imaginary and nowhere existing point, and when he

 teaches that there cannot be essential differences of substance and

 behavior in the heavenly bodies, including our planet, then the

 representative of the traditional doctrines bursts into the angry

 assertion that "this way of thinking leads to the subversion of all

 natural philosophy and stirs up confusion and disruption in

 heaven, on earth, and in the whole universe".12

 The opinion of this fictitious personage is, of course, nothing

 else than Galileo's own conviction. At the beginning of his career

 he had recognized that his conception of motion and space was

 irreconcilable with the Aristotelian and, implicitly, the Platonic

 and Scholastic philosophy of nature.'3 In the fulness of his years

 and experiences he denied any possibility of a compromise between

 his cosmological vision and the doctrines of those schools and

 traditions. It has been reserved to some of our contemporaries to

 label Galileo as a Paduan Aristotelian or as a Platonist, and even

 to stress the influence of Neoplatonism on his conceptions of

 nature. In reality his fundamental conceptions of motion and

 matter, of geometry and relativity, are just so many radical steps

 which took the new philosophy of science and nature definitely

 'Cf. Galileo's letter to G. Gallanzoni of July i6, i6ii (Ediz. Naz. XI
 I49) -

 12 Ed. Naz. VII 62.
 13 Cf. the fragments of the treatise De Motu, Ed. Naz. I. Plato's concep-

 tion of motion is identical with the Aristotelian.
 '4 Cf. the author's article on "The Scientific Personality of Galileo" in

 Bulletin of the History of Medicine" XII (0942) 248-273.
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 No. 4.] GALILEO AND THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION 355

 out of the traditional schemes of thinking and obsolete methods of
 investigation.

 Some fossil material collected from the last ramifications of

 scholasticism will never restore to Aristotle the paternity of modern

 science.'5 The part taken by authentic Platonism in the formation

 of Galileo's thought is represented by his attempt to imagine an

 ideal abstract reality ruled by mathematical conceptions.'6 But his

 method of systematically objectifying natural phenomena through

 physical experiments and astronomical observations transformed

 that speculative image of the world into a functional, concrete,, and

 measurable reality which is far beyond the Platonic influence and

 no longer a derivative of Platonic doctrines. The abstract sphere

 of absolute validity of his laws of motion is no longer the Platonic

 ideal world but the physical vacuum, just as Galileo's conception

 of geometry as being homogeneous with the unalterable matter

 runs counter to the most elementary principles of Plato's onto-

 logical and cosmological system.18

 There is little left, indeed, of these doctrines in Galileo's natural

 philosophy based on the conviction of an universe physically

 homogeneous and developed into a science of quantities and rela-

 tions. The epistemological value of mechanics had never been anti-

 cipated, much less proclaimed and taught, by any one of his

 '5 The recent attempts to connect Galileo's conceptions with the Aristotelian
 traditions of thought and school show little understanding of the essential
 achievements of Galileo's science and philosophy. In an article devoted to
 "Milieu and Ambiance" published in Philosophy and Phenomenological Re-
 search, III (1942) 1-42, Professor Leo Spitzer of the Johns Hopkins
 University tried to show that "there is a filiation leading from Aristotle's
 nt6QL6Xov through the medieval and Renaissance translations to Italian
 ambiente" first used by Galileo for the designation of the "space as a
 container" etc. In reality this term never appears in medieval philosophical
 and scientific texts or translations. It was evidently coined by Galileo as a
 dynamic substitute for the Aristotelian designation of space and medium as
 a ;t6QL6Xov, a term which implies rest just as ambiente implies motion. The
 history of the word momentum as a dynamic counterpart of Aristotle's con-
 cept of 'ozn offers a characteristic example of similar terminological sub-
 stitutes determined by new physical conceptions. (Cf. the writer's book on
 Galilei und seine Zeit (Halle, I927) 25I-255).

 16 On the Platonic elements and trends in Galileo's thought cf. ibidem i64-
 I66.

 17 A. Koyre's conclusions about Galileo's Platonism (op. cit., especially
 III 267 et seq.) do not take into consideration this important restriction and
 consequently overrate Plato's influence on the origin of modern science. It
 is impossible to harmonize Galileo's fundamental conception of motion with
 Plato's cosmology and natural philosophy.

 18 This opinion is discussed in the Dialogo dei Massimi Sistemi etc. Ed.
 Naz. VII 232 et seq.
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 precursors.' It would have been denied and opposed by all the

 schools of philosophy represented in Galileo's era and no less by

 the most daring and independent spirits who-like Nicolaus

 Cusanus, Copernicus, or Giordano Bruno-never abandoned the

 traditional conception of motion. A dialectical compromise or a

 syncretistic fusion of doctrines like those so frequently attempted

 in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance was out of the question

 after Galileo's determination to make the laws of dynamics the

 starting point of a new philosophy of nature. He knew of Giordano

 Bruno's failure in adapting, in a merely speculative way, the

 Copernican system to the emanative doctrines of neoplatonic in-

 spiration, and in attempting to substitute for peripatetic schemes

 of logic the threadbare artifices of the Lullian thinking machine.20

 He had been warned by different kinds of dialectical tricks which

 serve-as he says-to accommodate the facts to a preconceived

 purpose instead of accommodating the purposes to the facts as

 established.

 Thus Galileo's attitude toward the fundamental problems of

 natural philosophy does not reveal hesitations or contradictions.

 He started with a decided purpose to ban all metaphysical inter-

 ferences and philosophical implications from his investigation of

 mechanical phenomena. He kept the same attitude after his celes-

 tial discoveries. To Thomas Campanella, who could not understand

 this apparent selfmutilation of philosophy, Galileo simply an-

 swered that "it is more estimable to find out the truth, even in an

 insignificant detail, than to speculate extensively on the highest

 problems without a positive and definite result".22 His precise

 historical position is to be explained, not by associating his thought

 and work with doctrines and methods of the past, but by compar-

 19 This can be said also of Archimedes, considered by Galileo as his
 principal master (Ed. Naz. XIX 645). Although the famous sentence
 "Give me a point of support and I will lift the world" can be interpreted
 as the first outlook toward a cosmic extension of mechanical principles,
 Archimedes never abandoned the static concept of equilibrium. Therefore
 Koyre's interpretation of Galileo as a Platonist with an Archimedean
 trend of thought (op. cit. I 69 et seq. and passim) does not consider the
 essential differences resulting from the new, and fundamental, dynamic and
 kinematic interpretation of physical phenomena.

 ' Cf. the book on Giordano Bruno quoted above (n. 5) 57 et seq. and 99
 et seq.

 Dialogo dei Massimi Sistemi etc. Ed. Naz. VII 96 and i20.
 Ed. Naz. IV 738.
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 No. 4.] GALILEO AND THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION 357

 ing the intellectual attitudes towards science and philosophy pre-

 dominating in his era with those which grow out of his specific

 problems and of his scientific insight.

 II

 For the first time in the history of science some mechanical

 problems of cosmic validity appeared entirely separate from a

 system of learning and philosophy. None of Galileo's precursors

 conceived of the mechanical problems they fruitlessly tried to

 solve as principles of universal validity which could explain natu-

 ral phenomena in the heavens with the same evidence and cogency

 as those on earth. It was a new and bold conviction, indeed, that a

 physical experiment, or a small number of relations, proportions,

 and definitions expressed in mathematical language, would be able

 to reveal and to explain the phenomena occurring in the infinite

 variety of nature and the unlimited extension of the universe. The

 epistemological and methodical justification of this uncompro-

 mising, disruptive, and ambitious "new science" was a new and

 difficult intellectual problem for a generation accustomed to accept

 or to discuss the most different aspects of natural philosophy

 within the closed system of Aristotelian categories of classification

 or within the more flexible framework o~f the Platonic and ema-

 natist doctrines.

 The simple theoretical acceptance of the quantitative, experi-

 mental, relativistic way of thinking and investigating obliterated

 the basic principles of their fundamental conceptions and conclu-

 sions. Hence this new science had no authority, support, or con-

 firmation, other than the logical necessity of its mathematical

 demonstrations and the concrete evidence of its experimental tests.

 There was no possibility of connecting this method of natural

 investigation with the deductive, distinctive, dialectical, and ana-

 logical procedure which made the Aristotelian system of know-

 ledge an almost gapless texture of orderly cognitions.

 Thus Galileo's physical, astronomical, and cosmological doc-

 trines appeared isolated in their own intellectual sphere and sus-

 pended in a sort of intellectual vacuum. The new science taught

 on the one hand some attested facts and a new method for the

 solution of natural problems; on the other hand it revealed the
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 immeasurable extent of human ignorance and the customary

 source of millenary errors. By that process Galileo brought his

 contemporaries, in so far as they were thinking beings, into an

 unexpected and entirely new intellectual situation. All the know-

 ledge that seemed to have been an almost definitive possession of

 the human mind was presented now as the far goal of a long and

 hard intellectual conquest. Galileo taught and warned his contem-

 poraries not to think of natural philosophy in Aristotelian, Peri-

 patetic, Platonic, or Scholastic terms or in the way followed by

 the philosophers of the Renaissance. But he could not settle into a

 merely negative attitude while teaching a science of universal

 extension. He had to substitute for the old schemes of thinking a

 method equivalent at least both in demonstrative force and in

 extensive comprehension. We ought, therefore, to discover what

 was his opinion about the significance and goal of a science which,

 though so limited and fragmentary, dared to replace the most

 complete and comprehensive systems of human knowledge.

 Galileo's repeated and emphatical assertion that "the whole of

 philosophy is understood only by God"23 does not entitle the his-

 torian of his thought to qualify him as an agnostic or a sceptic.

 In spite of these sincere and devout expressions of humility and

 caution, he undoubtedly aimed at a final understanding of the

 structure of the world, a problem he admitted to be the most noble

 in nature and science.24 An expression like this reveals that he

 knew what no productive and introspective scientist or scholar ever

 forgets; namely, that a single statement, an isolated detail, a spe-

 cialized research, an individual scientific conclusion, takes on

 significance only if it participates in a general truth of universal

 value. Without this conviction, and when detached from this

 universal background, research is merely an idle trouble and a

 mental sport, or-as Galileo put it-a source of "sagacious inven-

 tions for the delight of ingenious spirits".25

 Apparently his system of science seemed to be without any

 philosophical foundation and comprehensive outlook. Descartes

 23 Ed. Naz. III 398.
 24 Dialogo dei Massimi Sistemi etc. Ed. Naz. VII 398.
 26 Preface to the Dialogo etc. Ed. Naz. VII 29. This preface was inspired,

 and even, in part, written, by Pater Riccardi who wanted to protect his
 friend from an indictment of the inquisition.
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 reproached him with having sought only "the reasons of some

 particular phenomena" and of having "built without a founda-
 tion".26 The French philosopher reveals by the terms of his critical

 judgments that he was less emancipated from the traditional ways
 of thinking than the Italian scientist. Galileo was convinced that
 he had founded a new philosophy in which the extension and

 quantity of the initial knowledge was irrelevant. He aspired to the
 intensity and the stringent evidence of some basic notions sup-

 ported and developed by the conclusive proceedings of his new

 methods of science. These notions ought to have the absolute intui-
 tive and demonstrative certitude of mathematical propositions and
 the forceful evidence of repeatedly tested experiments.27 In his

 own words, he hoped his discoveries and doctrines "might serve
 to tune some pipes of this great but discordant organ which our

 philosophy is, on which many organists seem to take great pains

 to the end of reaching a perfect concord; but they do it in vain,
 because they leave and keep out of tune three or four of the
 principal pipes to which it is consequently impossible to tune the
 rest in perfect harmony."28

 The principal aim of the new methods of science is to restore

 the philosophical harmony of the human mind by means of a few

 well tuned fundamental principles of a cogent and simple evidence.
 One of these few general ideas on which his whole system of
 science stands is his assumption "that matter is unalterable, i.e.,
 always the same, and that because of its eternal and necessary
 character it is possible to produce demonstrations of it no less

 straight and neat than those of mathematics".29 The ubiquity of
 matter determines the universal validity of this basic principle of
 Galileo's natural philosophy, just as the unalterable character of

 matter justifies, and even requires, mathematical procedure in the

 interpretation of natural phenomena. Matter and mathematics are

 26 Cf. the letter to P. Mersenne in Ed. Naz. XVII 287 et seq.
 27 There is no reason to underrate the importance of the experiments in

 Galileo's doctrines and achievements. If his contemporaries found that his
 experiments did not work (cf. A. Koyre, op. cit. 74) it must be admitted
 that Galileo had in this field more routine and technical skill than his imi-
 tators.

 ' Letter to Mark Welser, May 4, i6I2, Ed. Naz. V II3.
 29 Discorsi e Dimostrazioni Matematiche intorno a due Nuove Scienze

 (Ed. Naz. VIII 5I) and the corresponding passage of the English transla-
 tion of H. Crew and A. de Salvio, New York I9I4 and Evanston, Ill., i940.
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 mutually interdependent. One of the conclusions reached in one

 of the fields is valid and cogent also for the other. This is not so

 much the starting point for a "mathesis universalis" as it is the

 theoretical foundation of an experimental science which reduces

 human thought and physical experience to the necessary cogency

 of mathematical conclusions.

 In this way Galileo inaugurated, together with physical science,

 the physical method of thinking which is congruent to but not

 identical with mathematical thinking. The few but sure proposi-

 tions of his mechanics were the points of departure for a new

 intellectual conquest of the world. In place of a closed system of

 natural philosophy as represented by the traditional doctrines he

 offered an outlook with unlimited intellectual expansion, and for

 the old static image of the world he substituted a new dynamic

 vision of a steady scientific development.30 This vision is supported

 by the eternal belief that God reveals Himself in the majesty of

 nature. But Galileo believed that God reveals Himself also in our

 human mind. The privilege of reading in the great book of nature

 is granted to man on condition that he spell out the mathematical

 letters in which it is written.3' Its proper and infallible language

 excludes the insidious fallacies of the common human tongues

 and the figurative interpretation of phenomena. It helps to avoid

 the misunderstandings derived from false analogies, and makes

 impossible all the wrong conclusions which depend on alogical

 inferences and the metaphorical sense of words.

 To the apparent and delusive knowledge of the traditional

 philosophies he opposes the intuitive, inexorable, and transparent

 veracity of the physical principles and methods which are so evi-

 dent and universal that within their spheres there can be no differ-

 ence of opinion among men, nor a breach of understanding be-

 tween man and God. In fact-he says in memorable terms-if

 taken extensively human knowledge is like nothing in comparison

 with the infinite divine intelligence; but as to the intensity of the
 propositions acquired by the human mind with the mathematical

 3 Galileo gave different but coherent expression to this idea. Cf. Ed. Naz.
 V 309; VIII 56, I3i, and I36; XII 359 et seq. etc. It is mainly in his
 Saggiatore (Ed. Naz. VI) that Galileo illustrated extensively the contrast
 between the progressive nature of his science and the conservative charac-
 ter of the traditional doctrines.

 31 II Saggiatore, loc. Cit. 232
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 method of thinking there can be no gradation of their objective
 and necessary certitude. In this field of knowledge the human

 mind coincides with the divine wisdom with a mere difference of

 time because the knowledge gradually attained by the investigating
 human intellect is always omnipresent in the mind of God.32

 The philosophical consequences and the epistemological implica-

 tions of this daring and sublime thought are unequivocal and
 inescapable. It was far from Galileo's intention to put in question

 the transcendence of the divine mind; but he was convinced of
 the divinity of human intelligence. Some of the philosophers of

 the Renaissance went so far as to believe that there was affinity
 and congeniality between the divine and the human mind.33 The
 relationship between both is an old and perhaps inexhaustible

 religious and theological problem. But nobody had ever presumed

 to attest their identity within the sphere of a measuring, counting,
 and weighing science. This objective, impersonal science, proceed-
 ing along the track of mathematical conclusions, is able to some

 extent to attain the absolute divine certainty which was formerly
 granted only to a few favored seers in an instant of silent mystical,

 rapture. The penetration of the divine mind and the contemplation
 of the wonders of nature are now possible to all of God's creatures

 who can adapt their minds to the methods and conclusions of a
 correct scientific way of thinking.

 Although an autonomous creation of the human intellect, by

 virtue of its divine aim and support science cannot remain isolated
 in its own field of self sufficient knowledge. Philosophy, cosmology,

 theology, and metaphysics cannot overlook the achievements of a
 science so absolute in its methods and results that it does not admit

 within its sphere any contradiction between human and divine
 knowledge. It was from this theoretical and philosophical convic-
 tion that Galileo drew the impulse, the courage, and the tenacity,
 for challenging both the representatives of the official scientific
 doctrines in schools and the guardians of religious orthodoxy in
 the ecclesiastical institutions, to face the new spiritual situation
 following from the incontestable acquisitions of a new science
 and his discoveries in the sky. Thus he set out to convince his

 82 Dialogo dei Massimi Sisterni etc. Ed. Naz. VII 128-130.
 3 Cf. W. Dress, Mystik des Marsilio Ficino (Berlin, I929) 82 et seq.
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 generation of the priority and supremacy of scientific conclusions

 over all the contradictory results of the speculative and dialectic

 schools and methods oif philosophy and also in cases where con-

 tradictions might be found between the two forms of divine revela-

 tion, i.e., between the word of God in the Scriptures and the laws

 of nature in science.34 Words, he says, even if inspired by God,

 are ambiguous because they are subject to the limited power of

 common human comprehension; on the contrary, the inexorable

 and immutable laws of nature are unequivocal and exactly the

 same both for divine and human understanding. He firmly believed

 that even the smallest truth acquired by the human intellect with

 the methods of science participates in the universal wisdom of

 God.

 It is from this point of view that Galileo insistently asked for

 a thorough revision of the doctrines then predominating in schools

 and in general European culture. Simultaneously he warned the

 theologians not to stick at the words of the Scriptures when they

 seem to contradict the results of cogent demonstrations and scien-

 tific experiments. The time will come-he said-when it would be

 heretical to say that the earth stands still and the sun moves, .e.,

 just the contrary of the opinion that they were defending with all

 the weight of their authority.35 He was convinced that God's

 knowledge is infinite times infinite ;36 but he believed in the un-

 limited progress of science in revealing the secrets of nature with

 a godlike certitude. "Science can only advance", says the repre-

 sentative of his doctrines in the Dialogue on the Principal Systems

 of the World.37 And Galileo himself asked emphatically: "Who

 wants to put limits to the human mind ?"38

 3 This idea is extensively explained in the Letter to the Grand Duchess
 Cristina (i6I5) Ediz. Naz. V 307 et seq. Galileo never used the term
 physical or natural "law", which was familiar to Kepler, Descartes, and
 Newton (cf. E. Zilsel, "The Genesis of the Concept of Physical Law" in
 this REVIEW LI (1942) 245-279). But Leonardo da Vinci already speaks
 of "la natura costretta dalla ragione della sua legge che in lei infisamente
 vive" (Les Manuscrits de L.d.V. etc. publics par Ch. Ravaisson Mollien
 (Paris, i888) Vol. III, fol. 23 ? 7 [MS C]), and Galileo used the synonym
 "decreti della natura" (Ed. Naz. IV 8i) in a stronger and more personal
 sense.

 3 Ed. Naz. VII 54I (preparatory notes to the "Dialogue on the Principal
 Systems of the World").

 " Ibid. i98.
 "7Ibid. 62. It is in his Saggiatore (Ed. Naz. VI 236 et seq.) that Galileo

 expressed the belief that science will be more perfect when the number of
 its fundamental conclusions is less.

 3 Letter to the Grand Duchess Cristina, Ed. Naz. V I28.
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 That the truth ripens with time had been a vague feeling since

 antiquity: Veritas Filia Temporis.39 But this beautiful device took

 on a new significance when Galileo substituted for the extensive

 growth of human knowledge the methods of an intensive and

 progressive science of nature. He knew that one truth draws the

 next after it, but at the same time he felt that every truth dis-

 covered by natural science is a starting point for new speculations

 and the key to unexpected mysteries. For Galileo science is as

 unlimited as its object. But every new conclusion attained with its

 methods represents a new approach of the human to the divine

 intellect: Veritas Filia Aeternitatis.

 The human mind is a part of the divine mind, just as our solar

 system is a part of the infinite universe. The limits exist only in

 our understanding, which increases with every conquest of an

 intensive and infallible science. Consequently no mediator is

 needed for our cognition of the divine intelligence as soon as we

 possess the tools supplied by this progressive science. For Galileo

 metaphysics does not lie beyond physics because physics is a part

 of metaphysics. Thus theology and natural science have, though

 their fields and methods are different, an identical goal. On the

 basis of its unshakable objective principles and with this meta-

 physical support his rational and empirical natural science became

 identical with natural philosophy. By its very definition this

 philosophy does not concern itself with ontological questions. It

 does not consider being but that which comes to pass. Its interest

 is directed toward the circumstances and conditions in which a

 natural phenomenon occurs; but it excludes as totally superfluous

 inquiries into the essence of things. This philosophy makes nature

 an object of divine contemplation and human investigation with a

 mere difference of time as to the essential and necessary results.

 In the knowledge of the immutable and inexorable laws of nature

 the divine and the human mind meet in an intimate union which

 cannot be attained by other means or in a different field of know-

 ledge.

 The first implication of Galileo's philosophy of science is a clear

 separation of science from religion with the effect of securing their

 3 Cf. the author's book on Galilei und seine Zeit 279-280 and F. SaxI in
 Philosophy and History (Essays presented to E. Cassirer, ed. by R. Kli-
 bansky and H. J. Paton, Oxford, 1936) I97-222.
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 coexistence without conflicts of conscience or contradictions in

 maxims and doctrines. Science has a preeminence in questions con-

 cerning the human knowledge of nature, religion in matters of

 human salvation. If this respective autonomy is mutually accepted

 there can never be an heretical conclusion in a natural philosophy

 which is based on irrefragable principles and whose methods lead

 to a godlike understanding of the universe. Nor can religion

 hamper the fated advancement of human knowledge.40

 The traditional science gave a finite image of the universe with

 some lacunae to be filled in by assiduous collecting of facts, by

 schemes of logic, or by commonsense evidence. The new science,

 on the contrary, starting from a personal intellectual experience,

 proved to be an endless puzzle with some reliable rules for its solu-

 tion, but without a pattern for its final completion. Galileo's

 science is conceived as a perennial philosophy of a progressive

 and dynamic character, as a slow but steady intellectual conquest

 of the universe. It was the conviction of an intimate, even if

 partial, conformity of the human and the divine mind that gave
 this fragmentary and inexhaustible science its moral value and

 the certainty of its ultimate perfection.

 The metaphysical implications of Galileo's philosophy of science

 exclude every attempt at a pantheistic interpretation of nature. On

 the other hand the same fundamental assumption frustrates the

 long effort of the philosophers of the Italian Renaissance from

 Ficino to Bruno, who sought the solution of the essential problems

 of natural philosophy in the framework of Platonic doctrines or

 in the schemes of neoplatonic emanatism.41 Likewise, Galileo's

 speculations about motion prove that he did not intend to dissolve

 the entire philosophy of nature into a sort of universal mathe-

 matics and to reduce the structure of the universe to a pure

 geometrical system. He was far from renewing the conception of

 God as the divine Geometer which Pascal rejected as a pagan

 philosophical myth. But inevitably this selfassured, inquisitive,

 and aggressive science, which pretended to attain a godlike know-

 ' This is one of the principal conclusions of the Letter to the Grand
 Duchess Cristina.

 41 This doctrine determined many characteristic aspects of the Italian
 civilization of the Renaissance, but there is no trace of it in Galileo's
 thought.
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 ledge and a sort of preeminence over all other doctrines, profane

 as well as divine, would clash with dogmas and philosophies in-

 spired by a divine revelation. A formal juridical procedure invoked

 by Pope Urban VIII seemed sufficient to wipe out a doctrine

 which dared to limit and constrain the power and wisdom of God

 within the narrow district of human understanding.

 Its final condemnation did not intend to destroy Galileo's new

 science of motion but to suppress its necessary implications, both

 cosmological and philosophical. But this discriminating differentia-

 tion of science and philosophy turned out to be a dangerous and

 even fatal delusion. This authoritative reaction against the intel-

 lectual hegemony of a natural philosophy based on physico-mathe-

 matical methods of investigation deprived the new science of its

 philosophical support and of its metaphysical "raison d'6tre".

 Pushed back into the boundaries of a technical discipline, this

 powerful instrument of knowledge became a tool in the hands of

 the homo faber as a source of "sagacious inventions for the delight

 of ingenious spirits". The technical specialization of science led to

 the spiritual isolation of the human genius. Seen from this angle

 the divine aspiration of Galileo is not merely an episode in the

 history of science and philosophy. Now more than ever it appears

 to be the condition for the success of human efforts in the secular

 struggle for scientific enlightenment.

 LEONARDO OLSCHKI

 *2 Cf. E. Cassirer, "Wahrheitsbegriff und Wahrheitsproblem bei Galilei" in
 Scientia LXII (0937) I2i et seq. and I85 et seq.
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